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Lesson Study and Curriculum Management in Japan 2014-10-05 この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備え

た端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できませ

ん 近年 日本式の教育慣行や研究結果が海外で紹介され その教育方針のいくつかは 国際的にも大きな注目を集めている そんな中 日本の

授業研究とカリキュラムマネジメントについて 主に 英語で記した本書は そうしたニーズに応えうるものであるといえよう 主要議題であ

る授業研究とカリキュラムマネジメントは 学校組織改善を目的とした教師のコミュニティに基づいたものであり それは 開発途上のアクショ

ンリサーチ計画にとって 教育者の研究スタイルの公開が必要不可欠であることを意味している 本書では これらの概念を分析 検討し 学校

改善のための教育慣行を理論付けるために 教師による 教師のための アクションリサーチ方法論を確立させることを目指した さらには ア

クションリサーチによってなされる教育改革における 理論と実践の融合 についても論じる contents introduction a research of

lesson study and curriculum management in japan chapter1 summary of lesson study and curriculum

management chapter2 action research of a lesson study in japan chapter3 lens from lesson study and

systematic classroom observation research chapter4 knowledge leadership and lesson study chapter5 a

study on project management a case study on school integration by board of education chapter6 fostering

lesson improvement through leadership practices a distributed leadership perspective chapter7

development of the autonomous learner through blended learning chapter8 findings from case study of

service learning in japan final chapter future study focused on action research 本書は2014 10 5に発売し 2021

12 30に電子化をいたしました

Management in the Modern Organization 1974 whither chinese management the middle kingdom has

come a long way since the economic reforms were introduced after 1978 as ownership has opened up

and has become more fragmented the state owned firms no longer dominate the scene nor does their

management model managing has also become more complex and diversified as well as more

professional this book asks what the next steps are likely to be and will assess the current directions in

which chinese managers are developing as its economy slows down in the face of global uncertainty it

aims to update previous works in the field covering business and management in these countries it covers

a wide range of topics including banking competition employee satisfaction expatriates industrial relations

hrm organization smes social responsibility strategic sourcing trust and so on the book also asks in which

future directions management may be moving in this important part of the international economy the

authors are all experts in their fields and are all based in universities and business schools in countries

such as australia and the uk among others the work is aimed at undergraduate and postgraduate students

in business administration especially those on mba programmes as well as those studying development
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economics management studies and related courses including lecturers in those subjects this book was

published as a special issue of asia pacific business review

Chinese Management in the 'Harmonious Society' 2013-10-18 this issue of clinics in perinatology will carry

the reader through the perinatal period and examine pain management throughout that continuum

beginning with the genetics of obstetrical pain and opioid use in pregnancy the discussion moves to the

provision of anesthesia to the mother and fetus during fetal surgery an area of intense concern and

interest in many centers there is an extensive discussion of both pharmacologic and non pharmacologic

management of pain during delivery a discussion of regional anesthetic techniques is increasingly relevant

in light of increasing evidence of adverse neurodevelopmental consequences of fetal exposure to general

anesthetics and sedatives pain its implications and management are extensively covered including

discussions of how to assess neonatal pain and how best to provide sedation and non pharmacologic

pain management systemic pharmacologic or regional techniques of particular interest are the reviews of

the potential neurodevelopmental impact of both the treatment and the failure to adequately treat pain in

the newborn this topic is receiving an enormous amount of attention from all those who care for children

as well as government and the media

Pain Management in the Postpartum Period, An Issue of Clinics in Perinatology 2013-09-25 this new and

thoroughly revised edition of the best sellingpersonnel management text by stephen bach provides

anauthoritative analysis of the latest developments in the field forstudents and professionals new chapters

reflect the importance of the eu dimension thenew diversity race agenda led by brussels the extended

networkorganization new training practices and the growing importance ofmncs both for the uk economy

as a whole and as a guide to bestpractice clearly and comprehensively explains the current complex

hrscene with its different levels and layers

Managing Human Resources 2009-02-09 managers face increasingly rapid changes in the technology

culture and environment in which they work this book analyses the challenges and rewards facing

managers in terms of theory and practice in all areas of management

Management 2007 management academics and practitioners give their views on the fast moving global

economy in which organizations are desperate to ensure effective leadership from their managers and

executives this book reflects on future trends for business and management

Leadership and Management in the 21st Century 2023 uniting theory and practice management in action
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is the perfect tool for professionals who find themselves in management positions without the benefit of

formal management training it provides a holistic view of management in the form of a management

model that is easily adapted to the reader s particular situation contents a philosophy of management the

manager as an effective human being leadership styles participative management management by

objectives planning organizing staff and staff development motivating controlling

Management in Action 1985 essentials of management makes the connection between theory and

concepts to actual practice by showing how managers and organizations effectively apply the basic

principles of management the text takes a functional approach first introducing the role of a manager and

the modern managerial environment before exploring planning organizing leading and control the seventh

edition has been extensively revised and updated to include the latest information examples and activities

to help readers understand the skills necessary to manage lead and compete in today s world

Management in the Public Service 1954 this text maintains its coverage of management theories and

concepts while delivering current thinking in management practices and ideas in the late 1990s through its

core competency paradigm students evaluate their own experiences with business management this

development framework focuses on ways for students to develop six managerial competencies they will

need to become effective managers communication planning and administration strategic action self

management global awareness and teamwork

Essentials of Management 2006 effective managers matter to an organization after all they translate

strategy into action and motivate the people they lead but managers are sometimes less than effective

ending up in positions of authority and responsibility due to technical competence company growth or

serendipity unprepared they often lack key skills or like so many managers promoted due to stellar job

performance they may have trouble understanding and motivating other people managers thrust into roles

of authority need grounding in the fundamentals of management and that s exactly what management

experts peg thoms and jim fairbank deliver the daily art of management is the mentor at a manager s

shoulder full of excellent advice and encouragement most advice to managers consists of general

prescriptions be inspiring drive innovation or beat the competition through crisp execution great but how it

s not easy doing any of these things this book which draws on the experience of thoms and fairbank as

well as their research on management behavior closes the gap between the idealized leader and reality

the gap between book learning and street smarts it shows managers and aspiring leaders at all levels of
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the organization how to master ten key roles and practice them on a daily basis examples and practical

guidelines reinforce the concepts and serve as a handy resource for anyone interested in the art and

science of effective management in this book managers will learn how to set goals create an ethical

environment create a vision select and motivate followers manage change handle competitors and other

critical skills effective managers employ to get the job done with style the daily art of management covers

the issues managers face every day but for which they are rarely trained

Management 1999 human resource management in public service paradoxes processes and problems

offers managers and aspiring managers a thorough provocative and award winning coverage of the

complex issues of management in the public sector from both employee and managerial viewpoints

combining more than 100 years of professional and academic experience authors evan m berman james

s bowman jonathan p west and montgomery van wart have created user friendly and accessible material

by highlighting dilemmas challenging readers to resolve them and enticing them to go beyond the text to

discover and confront other dilemmas grounded in real public service experiences the book emphasizes

hands on skill building and problem solving continuing the award winning tradition of previous editions this

fifth edition covers all of the stages of the employment process including recruitment selection training

legal rights and responsibilities compensation and appraisal

The Daily Art of Management 2008-04-30 jones and george s essentials of contemporary management

ninth edition provides the most current concise account of changes taking place in the world of

management and management practices while making the text relevant and interesting to students it

mirrors the changes taking place in today s management practice by incorporating recent developments in

management theory and research this text also provides vivid current examples of how managers of

companies large and small address the challenges and opportunities they face and how they can

effectively meet them a hallmark of this text is how the authors infuse real managers who seize

opportunities overcome challenges and effectively manage and lead their organizations in their manager

as a person feature allowing students to see real life management in action central to the books approach

boxed material is seamlessly integrated into the text and an integral part of the learning experience it is

not disembodied from the chapter narrative

Human Resource Management in Public Service 2015-02-20 drawing from a wider range of disciplines

than is often the case in media management research this fully revised third edition of the classic textbook
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on strategy in the media offers a compelling introduction to theories of strategy and management

Loose-Leaf for Essentials of Contemporary Management 2020-01-09 the world of managing people and

processes continues to change dramatically managers are faced with the conflicting challenges of

understanding and motivating an increasingly diverse workforce being open and accountable to a wide

variety of stakeholders planning for the future in an increasingly changing environment and considering

the ethical implications of decision making contemporary management offers a fresh and integrative view

of the manager in the workplace in line with this changing environment it views the manager as a person

working with people and within an organisation and holding values and ethics as such modern issues

such as diversity cultural change and global management are given careful attention management is an

integrated and sometimes intricate balance of dealing with people within an organisational context for

students the prospect of managing others can be particularly daunting contemporary management is

written with the student in mind with many current case studies exercises and support materials included

in this thoroughly modern text students learn that successful human interaction and communication are

the real basis for effective and efficient management in business

Strategic Management in the Media 2024-01-13 small business management in the 21st century offers a

unique perspective and set of capabilities for instructors the authors designed this book with a less can be

more approach and by treating small business management as a practical human activity rather than as

an abstract theoretical concept the text has a format and structure that will be familiar to you if you use

other books on small business management yet it brings a fresh perspective by incorporating three

distinctive and unique themes and an important new feature disaster watch which is embedded throughout

the entire text these themes assure that students see the material in an integrated context rather than a

stream of separate and distinct topics open textbook library

Contemporary Management 2006-09-20 provides step by step guidance on implementing and using a

value based management system within the government countless books on proposed management

practices have been written and published over the past century some of these have focused on specific

management practices for government in more recent decades the topics of strategic planning

performance management cost management and risk management have been extensively covered

however little has been offered as an approach to integrate these and numerous other management

methods and practices in a manner that maximizes the delivery of value to the organization s key
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stakeholders a general management framework is presented in this book in a manner particularly

applicable to government organizations value based management in government introduces a new

integrating framework for management practices that optimizes the balancing of results sought resources

supplied and allocated and risks accepted these considerations are all balanced for the purpose of

delivering maximum stakeholder value the book offers guidance on how strategic planning performance

management cost resource management and risk management must all be integrated as part of a

portfolio management framework across the organization the book also discusses the role of information

technology it in providing data for insights and decision making and the importance of organizational

change management to implement the needed organizational and behavioral changes beginning by

explaining the concept of value based management for the public sector and government the text goes on

to explore topics such as the evolutionary stages of maturity of management accounting the benefit of

attributes e g value add versus nonvalue add in cost data predictive planning with expense projections

risk management and various performance measurements e g key performance indicators kpis this

authoritative book discusses a framework for balancing and integrating cost performance and risk explains

it systems integration issues related to activity based cost management abc m addresses why some abc

m implementation projects fail to meet expectations describes how quality management efforts can be

measured in financial terms explores the wider uses of predictive accounting e g driver based budgeting

what if scenario analysis provides organizational change management insights and recommendations

needed to achieve the required changes in management decision making value based management in

government is an important source of information for leaders executives managers and employee teams

working within or with government organizations

Small Business Management in the 21st Century 2020-01-22 in finding the logical by way of the illogical

in knowledge management strategy this book highlights key challenges and opportunities for businesses

looking to improving the efficacy and extent of their knowledge management infrastructure

Value-Based Management in Government 2002 although workplace design and management are gaining

more and more attention from modern organizations workplace research is still very fragmented and

spread across multiple disciplines in academia there are several books on the market related to

workplaces facility management fm and corporate real estate management crem disciplines but few open

up a theoretical and practical discussion across multiple theories from different disciplines therefore
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workplace researchers are not aware of all the angles from which workplace management and effects of

workplace design on employees has been or could be studied a lot of knowledge is lost between

disciplines and sadly many insights do not reach workplace managers in practice therefore this new book

series is started by associate professor rianne appel meulenbroek eindhoven university of technology the

netherlands and postdoc researcher vitalija danivska aalto university finland as editors published by

routledge it is titled transdisciplinary workplace research and management because it bundles important

research insights from different disciplinary fields and shows its relevance for both academic workplace

research and workplace management in practice the books will address the complexity of the

transdisciplinary angle necessary to solve ongoing workplace related issues in practice such as knowledge

worker productivity office use and more strategic management in addition the editors work towards further

collaboration and integration of the necessary disciplines for further development of the workplace field in

research and in practice this book series is relevant for workplace experts both in academia and industry

this second book in the series focuses on the role of workplace management in the organization and the

tasks that workplace management needs to consider the 18 theories that are presented in this book and

applied to workplace research discuss management aspects from the organization s perspective or dive

deeper into issues related to people and or building management they all emphasize that workplace

management is a complex matter that requires more strategic attention in order to add value for various

stakeholders the final chapter of the book describes a first step towards integrating the presented theories

into an interdisciplinary framework for developing a grand workplace management theory

Report on Water Management in the Slovak Republic 2020-09-21 mastering management skills is hard to

achieve by newcomers starting their careers in the chemical industry the message coming from there is

that good chemists swiftly have to become good managers if they are to survive and progress in today s

competitive climate this book is designed to help guide younger r d chemists to ways in which they can

quickly evolve skills which are built around three factors people knowledge and time it covers the

management of scientific personnel management within a variety of r d organisational structures creating

a climate of innovation the management of projects including the time management and communication

aspects of the job the author peter bamfield is now working as a consultant due to his long experience in

the chemical industry he was elected president of the royal society of chemistry s industrial affairs division

this second edition of the book has been revised and updated to take recent global developments and
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restructuring in the chemical industry into account as well as the rising importance of information

technology in management

(Il)logical Knowledge Management 2021-08-02 managers are increasingly being convinced from all sides

that traditional structures systems and cultures are no longer appropriate to today s competitive conditions

and that organizations must change fundamentally it is in the context of these pressures that managers

feel it increasingly necessary to seek external support by turning to those who offer some solution to

these dilemmas the management consultants this book argues that the initial selection of a management

consultancy and the subsequent evaluation of the quality of service they deliver are inherently problematic

two root causes are identified the structure and dynamics of the management consultancy industry and

the characteristics of the management consultancy service timothy clark examines how these problems

are overcome by revealing the foundations of a successful and long term client consultant relationship in a

departure from previous analyses of management consultancy he argues that the key to understanding

consultancy and its success is to appreciate that successful consultancy in it methods at least emphasizes

the active management of the client consultant relationship at the core of successful consultancy is the art

of impression management a consultant seeks to create a reality which persuades the client that they

have purchased a high quality service the work of consultants is analysed and understood in terms of the

theatrical analogy or dramaturgical metaphor a consultancy intervention is therefore conceived of as a

dramatic event this is illustrated with reference to two types of consultancy work executive search i e

headhunting and the work of management gurus

A Handbook of Management Theories and Models for Office Environments and Services 2006-03-06

strategic management in the arts looks at the unique characteristics of organisations in the arts and

culture sector and shows readers how to tailor a strategic plan to help these diverse organizations meet

their objectives strategic management is an essential element that drives an organisation s success yet

many cultural organizations have yet to apply strategic thinking and entrepreneurial actions within the

management function varbanova reviews the existing theories and models of strategic management and

then relates these specifically to cultural organisations also included are sections on entrepreneurship and

innovations in the arts considering the concept of a learning organisation an organisation able to adapt its

strategy within a constantly changing complex environment the book is structured to walk the reader

through each element of the strategic plan systematically with a fresh approach key questions examples
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international cases to connect theory with practice and suggestions for further reading this book is

designed to accompany classes on strategic planning cultural management or arts management

Research and Development Management in the Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industry 1995-11-01 for

undergraduate and graduate students majoring in international business or general management this

global edition has been edited to include enhancements making it more relevant to students outside the

united states an exploration of the issues facing international business managers today international

management explores the dynamic global environment of business management by exploring the political

legal technological competitive and cultural factors that shape corporations worldwide

Managing Consultants 2013-01-03 management has been one of the driving forces of the last century

indeed an idea and a language that colonized most other institutions areas of human activity and walks of

life even those that had until recently been regarded as completely unmanageable such as art academia

and creativity some it supported and others it destroyed but there are few areas in modern societies that

have been untouched by it what is the meaning of management now almost omnipresent and all powerful

in our current bleak times in our current state of interregnum that is characterized by an increasing sense

of insecurity and hopelessness a time when paradoxically the seemingly omnipotent force of management

does not seem to work does it have a role to play today and in the future what can it become and whom

should it serve when the interregnum is over and a new hopefully more humane system begins to dawn

these are some of the questions explored in this timely new book by zygmunt bauman one of the greatest

thinkers of our times architect and urban studies professor irena bauman and two organization and

management scholars jerzy kociatkiewicz and monika kostera

Strategic Management in the Arts 1974 this timely book offers up to date information for both researchers

and decision makers regarding five core areas of middle eastern institutional and cultural context and its

role in shaping business s strategies and practices in the region the book is structured around four broad

themes of a impact of corporate social responsibility and its reporting on different outcome variables

related to performance b organizational change strategies c market entry strategies for the middle east

and d mergers and acquisitions in the mena region the analysis reveals the state of socio cultural

historical and economic forces that shape business operations and management practices and processes

in the region it also highlights the research work undertaken by scholars along the above mentioned

themes over the last many decades in different middle eastern countries what have been the dominant
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ideologies of the nations along with their institutional attributes which have dictated the dominant

management approaches in the region the contributions included in the book also offer guidance for future

research the volume will appeal to researchers scholars and students interested in business and

management and corporate social responsibility the chapters in this book were originally published as a

special issue of international studies of management organization

Management in the Social Services-the Team Leader's Task 2013-01-09 an answer book for

entrepreneurial executives seeking to take their companies global schniederjans s concise presentation

gets to the heart of the problem what will globalization mean once you have achieved it and how are you

going to get there how do you make an organization global and in fact what is the difference between

global and international the author sees global firms not simply as big international organizations but as

unique living organisms that can be managed for everyone s benefit with two useful appendices and full

coverage of the critical functions involved in globally managing a company this book is an enlightening

guide to the intricacies of establishing and developing a profitable global business readers will find here

the answers to such questions as how do you get started in going global what should a global operation

be how should it be structured organizationally what should its information system do to support its global

network how should its human resources be managed its technology how should it undertake the

acquisition of supplies in a global context how should it conduct r d and benchmarking in part i the author

provides an introduction to the basic premise of the book and the necessary terminology part ii focuses on

managerial issues that help the organization globalize operations in part iii readers get a series of popular

tactics they can use to implement the approaches laid out in part ii finally the two appendices help readers

locate new information and test the knowledge contained in the book an important useful read for

professionals academics and students

International Management 2015-10-26 the perfect balance today s students are tomorrow s leaders and

managers they are the hope of the 21st century just as the workplace in this new century is vastly

different from days gone by so too must our teaching and learning environments be different to

accommodate the growing and innovative needs of a global workplace management 10 e introduces the

essentials of management as they apply within the contemporary and global work environment the subject

matter is carefully chosen to meet aacsb accreditation guidelines while still allowing extensive flexibility to

fit various course designs and class sizes there are many new things to look for in this edition along with
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updates of core material management 10 e offers a number of changes in the organization content and

design that respond to current themes and developments in the theory and practice of management

Management in a Liquid Modern World 2023 強力ライバルからの反撃 会社売却 起業 急成長 資金ショート 無理な上場 出張

中に妻が呼吸停止 バブル破裂 株価急落 最大顧客の倒産 売上9割を占める顧客の解約危機 3度のレイオフ 上場廃止の危機 壮絶すぎる実

体験を通して著者が得た教訓は あらゆる困難 ハード シングス に立ち向かう人に知恵と勇を与える シリコンバレーのスター経営者に慕わ

れる最強投資家からのアドバイス

Management in the MENA Region 1998-06-30 a fully revised second edition focused on the best practices

of enterprise risk management since the first edition of enterprise risk management from incentives to

controls was published a decade ago much has changed in the worlds of business and finance that s why

james lam has returned with a new edition of this essential guide written to reflect today s dynamic market

conditions the second edition of enterprise risk management from incentives to controls clearly puts this

discipline in perspective engaging and informative it skillfully examines both the art as well as the science

of effective enterprise risk management practices along the way it addresses the key concepts processes

and tools underlying risk management and lays out clear strategies to manage what is often a highly

complex issue offers in depth insights practical advice and real world case studies that explore the various

aspects of erm based on risk management expert james lam s thirty years of experience in this field

discusses how a company should strive for balance between risk and return failure to properly manage

risk continues to plague corporations around the world don t let it hurt your organization pick up the

second edition of enterprise risk management from incentives to controls and learn how to meet the

enterprise wide risk management challenge head on and succeed

Operations Management in a Global Context 2009-02-04 the 4th edition of this book has been updated to

meet the new requirements of the students professors and practitioners this is an enhanced version of the

earlier editions to update and enhance the coverage of the book many chapters have been restructured

and some new content chapters have also been added in addition to have better engagement and

learning outcomes for the reader certain new pedagogical features have also been added new in this

edition a new chapter on ethical and social issues applications using ms access in the upgraded chapter 5

data resource management concepts on organisations in chapter 2 information systems and organisation

concepts concepts of e governance in chapter 7 e commerce e business and e governance some latest

trends and concepts in chapter 4 it infrastructure concepts on project management in chapter 12 is
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development and project management key features some new cases have been added and various case

studies from the earlier edition have been updated new pedagogical elements such as objective type

questions true false questions review questions and assignments have been added in chapters glossary

has also been incorporated to get a quick understanding of the terms used in the book instructor support

has been added on the web through online resources

Management 1981 in this springer brief the author introduces how chinese firms are successfully using

their own variants of the silicon valley approach to management the author begins the discussion by

deliberating on the extent to which management models need to be re invented a fundamentally new

approach is then introduced which already exists and is proving itself in practice at some of silicon valley

s most dynamic firms the author finds that the chinese management models in comparison may be even

more advanced if true this could have profound implications for managers everywhere the author

acknowledges that no management model fails or succeeds every time skeptics can point to

bigbureaucratic firms that continue to prosper as well as to radical innovators that have gone under this

book brings to light the need that has emerged for a model that will give companies their best chances of

thriving amid the vuca whirlwind a combination of evidence and informed opinion indicates the old

management model has run its course

A Report of Caseflow Management in the Superior Court Department of Middlesex County 2015-04 in this

revised edition of his 1967 bestseller jay revisits the corporate universe and once again tries to make

sense of it all with the clear vision of a historian and political scientist he assesses the nature and

behavior of corporate princes and commoners based on principles of ancient government

HARD THINGS 2014-02-18 dutrenit economics metropolitan autonomous u xochilmilco mexico illustrates

the complex transition process involved as companies accumulate knowledge and develop new types of

knowledge management to build primary strategic capabilities based on a detailed case study of a

multinational mexican company she examines all areas of the process from how technological capability is

initially achieved through how the company approaches the international technologies frontier she also

provides theoretical and contextual background material and looks at problems underlying the truncated

transition process the treatment originated as a ph d dissertation in science and policy research for the

university of sussex annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Enterprise Risk Management 2014 introduce your students to strategic management with the market
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leading text that has set the standard for the most intellectually rich yet thoroughly practical analysis of

strategic management concepts today written by highly respected experts and prestigious instructors hitt

ireland hoskisson and hitt the management of strategy concepts 10e international edition is the only book

that integrates the classic industrial organization model with a resource based view of the firm to give

students a complete understanding of how today s businesses use strategic management to establish a

sustained competitive advantage the authors combine the latest cutting edge research and strategic

management trends with insights from some of today s most prominent scholars a strong global focus and

carefully selected examples from more than 600 emerging and established companies place concepts into

context within an inviting relevant and complete presentation a wealth of learning features and experiential

exercises address numerous critical issues confronting managers today various online teaching tools and

a complete electronic business library help keep study current and relevant count on this concepts text to

provide the solid understanding of critical strategic management concepts your students need to increase

performance and establish a clear competitive advantage

Management Information Systems: Managerial Perspectives, 4th Edition 2017-10-26 apparel is one of the

oldest and largest export industries in the world it is also one of the most global industries because most

nations produce for the international textile and apparel market the changing global landscape drives cost

volatility regulatory risk and change in consumer preference in today s retail landscape media and

advocacy groups have focussed attention on social and environmental issues as well as new regulatory

requirements and stricter legislations understanding and managing any risk within the supply chain

particularly ethical and responsible sourcing has become increasingly critical this book first gives a

systematic introduction to the evolution of scrm through literature review and discusses the importance of

scrm in the apparel industry second it describes the life cycle of the apparel supply chain and defines the

different roles of the value chain in the apparel industry thirdly it identifies the risk factors in the apparel

life cycle and analyses the risk sources and consequences and finally extends the importance of selection

of the suppliers and develops a supplier selection model and scrm strategies solution by data analysis

and case studies

Management in the Digital Age 1994 provides coverage of the role of human resources focusing on the

legislation regulations and legal compliance that impact employment this book intends to prepare readers

to manage their workforce effectively for the benefit of both the operation and the employee
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